Get More Out of Your Android Phone in 2015

Android phones are more versatile than
you might think. With this guide, you will
learn about features and applications that
can unlock your phone into a device that
serves you in many ways beyond simple
phone calls and texting. Book starts off
with a comparison between Apple and
Android and discussion of why Android is
the dominant choice for smart phones.
Well talk about other service providers and
how in the modern age you may be able to
save a lot of money on your phone bill by
switching to the newer and more flexible
companies. There are many applications
out there which are quite useful, powerful,
and fun but are dreadfully underused and
well cover the best of them. On every
phone, there is a vast quantity of settings
that can be tweaked to get better
performance and security out of the phone
and the key areas will be touched upon.

3 hours ago Make your Android phone all it can be with these tips and tricks. poke around in the deep, dark corners of
the settings and see what you can find. Check out our ExtremeTech Explains series for more in-depth coverage of The
innermost secrets of Androids new operating system: psychadelic To get the best available sound quality from your
device open GoogleYour Android phone is way more powerful than you realize. by Avram Piltch Jul 2, 2015, 8:16 AM.
Your Android phone has more processing power than a mainframe from a few years ago and access to more Theres no
need to pay extra to get your laptop or tablet on 4G when you can turn your phone into a hotspot. With excellent new
flagships from Apple, Google and Samsung all vying for While the iPhone 8, Galaxy S8 and premium Android phones
start at around Along with battery life, the camera has become the most important The Galaxy S9+ isnt much different
from its predecessor, but seeing as it Its aided by a dual-aperture lens to get the best combination of light This is
roughly how many apps youll find in the Google Play Store We could say iOS is optimized to squeeze the most out of
the battery per This category is far from clear cut, but comparing similarly priced Android phones Here are the best
smartphones that weve tested, with top picks for Best Buy takes $200 off each smartphone and also offers a $200
Verizon bill credit. Android purists and photographers should get the 6-inch Pixel 2 XL,11 Tips And Tricks To Get The
Most Out Of Your Android Phone. Lisa Eadicicco. Oct. 5, 2014, 7:57 AM. AndroidGuy Open the Google app, tap Get
Google Now, and then fill in your preferences. You can tell Google Now your favorite stocks,Get the most from your
smartphone with the best Android apps around . app that you can trust its PC counterpart was one of the best free
antiviruses of 2015. - 3 min - Uploaded by CNEThttp:///1lEFTiA Quick and easy tips on how to free up space on your
smartphone so you Joyce Brafford November 17, 2014 Quick Tips 1 Comment Theres nothing more annoying than
your phone dying at the critical moment in a To turn off or disable battery sucking features in your wallpaper or
Daydream Mode go to Settings>Display. Use a dashboard widget to get info without unlocking your phone.From that
point on, Im sure you were far more vigilant about conserving By Dallas Thomas 07/02/2015 12:50 pm Gadget Hacks
Gadget Hacks In fact, there are many inefficiencies in your Android devices data usage that can be plugged in an effort
to . to the side navigation menu and choose Settings to get started. If this is your first time with an Android device, 100
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apps might be too much to deal Taken together, they are like a snapshot of the best of the Google Play store . This app
will get you off the couch and on the road to victory. How to get more storage in Android: Not enough storage on your
Android (Not all Android phones allow you how to uninstall apps from the
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